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Header: (What happens when the supply chain breaks?)

Last year, the idea of starving one's storeroom of raw

The problem is alleviated by the fact that "(end

materials or finished products didn't sound preposter-

users) had eilher outsourced lhe whole lot to (logis-

100% of the time," says Satterthwaite. ln other

ous. lt made sense. Dol.coms were desperate to deliv-

tics) companies like Wincanlon, who used sub-con-

words, what the logistics companies normally give you

er their goods on time. High on ambition but low on

tracted capacity to meet peaks, or had a core of staff
for priority driving with the rest being sub-contract-

isn't the bees' knees, but that will do. Don'1 expect
perfection. Recent events exposed holes in the supply

ed," says Robert Edge, a reader who works with
Wallis Shipping Services (Colchester, UK).

chain strategy, says Dr john Adamson of Tranmil lT

supply chain support, dot.coms had no choice but to

outsource their warehouse and logistics operations to

third- or fourth-party logistics and warehouse operators. The contractors, in turn, scrambled to meet their

ly expensive

if 1 00%

supply was to be delivered

(Andover, UK), but they won't necessarily motivate the
supply chain to better itself. "Will the end-user show

Nonethelest it's not appropriate to lay the blame

clients' demands. They relied on cutting-edge supply

on zero inventory and justin-time, or on the cutting-

loyalty when supply conditions go back to normal by

chain technology sold or leased to them by system

edge lechnologies supporting these strategies. They

staying wilh suppliers who supplied them in their hour

developers as, literary, the solutions 1o their logi(ical

promise too much, but they're not a flop, insisl those

needs.

who contribute to this round lable discussion. They

of need," Adamson points out," or will they go to the
supplier that offers the keenest prices?"

We don't have to be reminded by some angry pick-

are necessary due to competitive pressures to offer

etinq truckers or nasty flash floods to realize thal hav-

add-on value for end-users. "Zero inventory is a flop if

ing an extremely efficient logistics supply chain man-

a superficial view is taken," says Walter Satterthwaite
of Pedigree Masterfoods (Waltham-onthe-Wolds, UK).

agemenl means that modern warehouses don't keep
large stocks. Having a cost-effective just-in-time poliqr

"Only operate with zero inventory if you understand

means manufacturers don't stockpile products. Goods

the likelihood and can afford the consequence of fail-

are made to order. ln the new lnternet economy,

ure."

orders don't sit in the warehouse. They hit the road
and go straight to the customers.
By

not keeping large stocks and making good to

order, companies make themselves, as the Guardian

newspaper puls it, "extremely vulnerable to blockages
in the flow of qoods" (September 16, 2A04.

A perfea supply chain is

if a superficial view

faster and accurate way of exchanging crucial
information that, in turn, helps you to decide quickly.
er,

Technology helps, but you can't systemize the human

paying through their noses for it. lt! not viable for
loginics providers to sell a service many can't afford.
"Conventional consumer-facing would be prohibitive-

elemenls out of existence.

disrupt all supply for either self-interest or political ends. This war-

l\,4anager. Pedigree

ventory if you understand the iikeli-

"There is an expectation that the
srpply chain should not'brerk'.

Masterfoods

hood and can afford the conse-

Supply chains are not burlt to be

ensure that the mixed economy

Warter Satterthwaite, Logistics Projects

1r:: "Thg
new e-busi-

are only a flop

supply chain complaints. But it is nupid for anybody
to assume that technology is the panacea to your
problems. The end-user who buys a technology wilh
this naive assumption deserves to be ripped off. lt
doesn't solve the problems, but it can provide cheap-

modem business.

not cost-effective
r: !::(

But first, he says, you've got to remember there can

hardly be absolule efficiency in supply chain performance. lf there is (and there are), customers would be

Technology providers over-exaggerate the virtues of
their technologies, marketing them as a panacea to all

is talen. Only operate

witi

quences of supply failure.

zero in-

Jurin-

if your

perf'ect maclunes

-they

would not

ranted govemment intervention to

could continue to function.

"lt is misleading to

ness models are not

time will not add value

'too Perfect', but

supplier holds a stockpile to ersure

consumer-facing supply chains

technology can solve this problem.

he can arrivejust in time.

rvould be prohibitively expensive,

Technology can provide cheaper,

and exhemely unresponsive

they do not adhere to fundamental

"The tradrtional suppll chain is
not primitive, it has evolved. and

business principles:

continues to evolve through a con-

l00rzc of the time. So what occurs is

tion of information. On is own. it
cannot solve any of the problerns,

tinuing trade-off of performance
against cost which is valid for its

a trade-off of cost against supply,

but can contribute to effective.

ness objectives

efficient processes."

2.Understand end consumer needs

environment. Change the fronrend

and expectations

promise (as some e-business sites

3. Develop cost-effective processes

do) and ignore supply chain
ties at your peril.

with supply measures targeting anywhere fiom 907o to 997c lo 99.9Va
depending on the requirement. ln
practice, the highly competitive na-

A digital divide

ture ofindividual suppliers means

Becky Clark, Founder and Chief

"l do find that system integrators

that one supply chain failure will

lnformation

"The emphasis is on cost-effecliveness. A hundred percent per-

over-simplify, and also claim they
have a panacea for all users without

cost as lost sales. sales to a rival.

formance is very expensive, and the

understanding user requirements.

when a supply chain breaks, end-

cost of achieving that is not normal-

Pro-technology media often lose

users use an alternative product.

ly within consumer

sight of the need to establish

:,.i -.i r,lr

.r,-trr,

may be incomplete
and inappropriate

I

if

. Har e clear and quanti fied busi-

to support those objectives and
needs.

need or expec-

reali

he cost-effective. Conventional

I

if

faster, more accurate communica-

0070 supply was to be delivered

andor loss of brand loyalty, so

"This only causes

suggest that

a problem

tation. Too often. the success ofan
e-business ransaction is a physical
delivery, and the offer to sell implies guaranteed delivery. A higher
service level is necessary, but the

processes first, from which commu-

rvhen all supply chains are aff'ected

nication flows and organization

by a single issue. These events have

need to be derir ed before determin-

become rare, as industry and trade

ing the technology required. The

unions collaborate to serve mutual

real difliculties are in adapting to

interests. The recent example

of

*1tr1tw),mars.com

Off icer,

NetDespatch

"Whatpeople are
calling the Digital Divide? Old
style hauliers, farmers and industrialists
are all very much a

part of the old economy suffering
under a Ltx system which favous
the information age. If the Digital

physical network needs to be engi-

changing processes and changing

hauliers. operating independently

Divide is as large a problem

neered to deliver this without incur-

mind-sets, but seductrve adverts for

and without the collectrve frame-

many analysts are norv predicting,

ring protubitive costs.
"Zero inrentory and just-in-time

new technology can trivialize the

work and consffaint of a ffade

this could only be the start of what

real issues of facing change in a

union, grouped together to act to

could be the greatest internal social

as
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unrest since the industrial revolu-

are, by design. about rationalizing

run a series of simulations to find
out where it is likely to break. ln the
case of fuel, the decision is based
on the likelihood of shortage, the

the sfikes and roadblocks are iso-

inventories to cut costs and speed
up the time to market for new prod-

cost of building or acquiring holding tanks. the capital investment,

uling expectations. However. the

ucts in the fast moving new economy. However, it is as unavoidable
that the information age relies on
industry (and is therefore very vul-

the cost of the fuel held. the cost

tion and Luddites. E-logistics and
supply chain management (SCM)

nerible to industrial action) as it
was unavoidable that the effolts of
early industrialists were often sabotaged by the agrarian community.
This means that the new economy

will ineviably fall victim to the social unrest it creates and attempts
around this are almost bound to

fail."
,,.v

*",r"t, n e t d e sp

Andy Thorpe, to{ounder and Chief
Operating 0fficer, tagmanet.com

"Consider the pros
.and cons carefully
and go through the

Dont wait-anticipate
Robbie Traube, Director of Prodict
Marketing, ClickSoff,rvare

" I went to the sur:rLpelTnarket. I SaW
biSof ioodmissing.
When I was there.

.:1 :...'.
iric.ur:.-

the supermarket's

fridge has broken
dorvn llhey couldn't get the service
engineers to come and fix it). In

easily, so they can share the same
medium to do the same plan. Tech-

Environment, Transport and the Regions (DETR) shows that 22 per-

w.*,.tlisotrak,com

uy

w rs. c I i ck s of tw a re. co

:1e-r(i

iirir.

"Zero inventory and
just-in-time are not

If the goods carit travel,
then the news should
Clive Girling, lMarketing Director,
lsotrak

tain assumptions are
made: a) The ability
of suppliers to optimize their per-

wl-

strains in the supply chain b) The
ability to build in resilience so that
they become less dependent on the
constmints in the supply chain. The
more resilience they build in. the
less optimized become the solu-

"Planning and rout-

tions.

ed.

ing systems, along
rvith warehouse
nlanagement sys-

"The fuel crisis and floods have
shown that some businesses operate
too close to optinuzed conditions

tems have been criticised for failing to

and must therefore consider the
trade-offs they now wish to make.

not a technology problem. Bad
planning, rvell. that's a matter of
opinion. Once you have your sup-

ply chain planned, it is normal to

account for these obstacles. Current

who supplied them in their hour of

will they go to

the

supplier that offers the keenest
prices?"
w. t r a n m i t. c o. u k

You can't systemize the
human elements
Robert Edge, Wallis Shipping Services

a flop. In imple-

formance, so that they become

m

the end user shorv loyalty

1r/ 1r;

ed usually mean that is' not initiatsay it's

"lt is likely that those suppliers
who fail to supply first might have
been those with the keenest prices.

Dr John Adamson, Joint t/D, Tra'nmit

nerable to bottlenecks and con-

will cope. OnIy then

"l think we can safely

chains without thought for potential

greatest need, or

tory solutions, cer-

event."

being need-

disruptions in the supply chain.

menting zero inven-

ness has to clecitle whar they think

ofit

pliers have optimized their supply

utilised to their maximum level. Research by the Department of the

you to anticipate things to happen
and rssess the impact in exceptiondo during a stnke? Snowstorm? It
enables you to react to unforeseen

and the likelihood

ensure that available resources are

nology can always benefit. It helps

not convinced that 2,3 and 4 will
happen in the same way. Each busi-

solution. but the cost of crearing it

business can test the strength of its
alternative sources of supply, and
when customen can see which sup-

in-time are not a floD

al circunstances. What would you

tlrey can consider the costs of creating plans B or C. There is always a

Iow for the unknown? When the

then can re-calculate and send ad-

Zero inventory and just-

"Whilst I don't doubt rhar there
will be some form of blockade. I'm

supply charn

past experience, but how do we al-

justed information back to the fleet.
"At a time when fuel is of a premium, it is even more important to

optimization to help users make decision on what they can do or can't
based so that users can collaborate

will happen and consider how their

struct business models based on

supply chain stops. recovery actions
are required. It is at thjs stage a

Clicksoftrvare focuses on service

do. The technology is Interner

observe.

"The problem. as ever. lies in
predicting the future. We can con-

when supply conditions go back to
normal by staying with suppliers

to come around and hx the fridge.

the government would

of a scheduling sl,stem by providing a real-time view ofroad situations. It could pass lhe informatron
back to a scheduling engine, which

not a new concept.

Will

2. Then the general public would

Then

problem can be alleviated using advanced information systems. Isotrak

ideal or disrupted condinons. Allowing for abnormal conditions is

available space is being used in
loaded trucks."

have to participate.
3.

lated events, unconnected to sched-

would be able to help souce the
right supplier. If I were to use

nario testing. What

have to play a passive role.
4. Then the police would have to

ment then has to make a decision
on the balance between supporting

cent of trucks are running empty,
and on avemge. onJy haliofthe

ClickSoftu,are. I'd be able to determine. at a glance, who is available

has to be a blockage.

when these situations occur because

such circumstances, our software

simulation or scemust happen for the
problerns to re-occur?

l. There

tn-#rn.tagmanet.com

sLrr:

required to allorv lbr both the ideal
and disrupted conditions. Manage-

system can act as the eyes and ears

tion."

atch, co m

Get ready for trouble

of

additional safety precautions and
potentiall)' the cost of site reloca-

planning and scheduling applications can indeed face diftrculties

New models of the supply chain are

"we have some wav to go t3' "t' "'
':L.is ts]i]:,.. ni
catch up with rhe US in terrp5 a[r..,
fourth-party logistics (4PL), but
our supply chain expertise generally can keep pace with theirs. To
be honest, I don't think any SCM
system could have coped with
what went on. The key problem
was a human one, the fact that as
the blockaders weren't a legal
union picket on a formal indusrrial dispute. A truck driver couldn't
lawfully refuse an instruction to
drive across the picket line by his
employer. If he did, the employer
could take disciplinary action
against the driver.
"To add complications. few oil
companies employ the bulk of their
drivers directly. Most had either
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outsourced the whole lot to companies like Wincanton, who used sub-

contract capacity (self employed
people or small firms) to meet
peaks, or altematively had a core

of

employed staff for priority driving

with the rest being sub-contracted.
This has been made necessary due
to competitive pressures of super-

markes selling petrol and offering
useful add-on fbr buyers. Hazardous-trained drivers for tankers
are at a premium anyway.
"Although the technology can
support

a

jusrin-time with even

smaller despatches, the human element cannot be systematized out

of

existence."
*stsvs.wssl.co,uk
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